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Learning Objectives

Understand how oppression and stigma relate to the mental health of 
LGBTGEQAIP2S+ individuals.

Apply an intersectional lens to mental health issues faced by individuals who 
identify as queer/LGBTGEQAIP2S+. Be aware of how members of the 
LGBTGEQAIP2S+ community frequently need to regulate the degree to 
which they show up as their authentic selves to protect themselves. 

Leverage this process in ways that replace shame with valuing the self. Incorporate the concept of identity management into 
clinical and scholarly language.
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External Stressors 
Experienced by 

LGBTGEQAIP2S+ 
Folk

Oppression and Stigma: Queer people experience 
queer-specific stressors IN ADDITION TO experiencing 
the same stressors as their cishet peers. This collection 

of examples is neither comprehensive nor exhaustive.

















When 
Systemic 
Oppression 
Takes Root, It  
Looks Like This



Mental Health 
Among 

LGBTGEQAIP2S+ 
Folk

Data on members of the queer community 
consistently demonstrate higher rates of 

mental health challenges than cishet peers. 





We Are Anxious and 
We Are Depressed…





Queer Theory Says What?

Without stigmatization of queer identities, queer 
people would not experience trauma related to 
queer identity.

It is crucial that clinical language does not 
reinforce internalized shame or construct Pride 
and shame as mutually exclusive ends of a binary 
spectrum. 

Equally critical: we must not construct disclosure 
of queer identity as the one-size-fits-all solution to 
mental health concerns that are rooted in 
oppression and stigmatization. ßthe Straight Gaze
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LGBTGEQAIP2S+ Identities in the U.S.: 
A Brief Queerstory



1969: The Stonewall Riots



Don’t 
Whitewash 
Our 
Rainbow



1970s: The Politicization of "Coming 
Out"



The Closet is Where We 
Hide



1975-Presentà Counseling: Know Our Queerstory



Identity 
Based 
Stress: 
Stories from 
Heroes/
Sheroes/ 
Queeroes



Queer 
Identity 

Developmen
t



Intersectionality Matters
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Use of the Term Identity 
Management

• Experiment with replacing 
terms like, “Coming Out” with 
ones like “Identity Management 
in your clinical practice. 



From Coming Out to 
Identity Management

We do not frame Coming Out as an all-or-nothing, 
single-point-in-time event

• We are all always coming out, each time 
we meet new people or enter a new space, 
a new role, etc.

• Thus, Identity Management is about 
intentional choices about self-disclosure

1. Must always begin by addressing Cx/Stx safety 
in each venue where the person lives their life

2. A common mistake is for clinicians to put the 
cart before the horse = Coming Out will Make 
You Happy.....
• Real Talk: "I Came Out Because I Can 

Come Out and Remain Safe"



Identity Management

• "Coming out" refers to disclosure of non-visible non-dominant 
identity statuses; originates in those identities being considered 
shameful and something to hide

• We use the terms high level of identity management and low 
level identity management to indicate if a person is STRONGLY 
withholding aspects of their identity or is more liberated in how their 
identity manifests in the various settings where they live their lives

• Dr. Bonjo began using the term "identity management" because 
it is rooted in radically valuing the safety and well-being of the 
individual
• Clinicians support healthy identity management when they conduct a cost-benefit 

analysis of the who, what, when, where, why, and how of disclosing one's sexual 
identity



Processing Identity 
Management With Cxs
• Who? Not all people in all spaces

• What? Not sharing the same amount/same level 
of disclosure with all people—intentionality

• When? Ensure greatest level of safety for the 
individual, greatest likelihood of positive 
responses

• Where? Not all venues are equally safe--> queer-
affirmative spaces and heteronormative spaces

• Why? Because the individual wants to be 
authentic and has determined that disclosure is 
safe

• How? Crucial that we frame the work as radical 
self-care to prioritize one's own safety and 
wellness



Framing the Closet 
Effectively in 
Clinical Practice 

• It’s a useful metaphor 

• Trying things on to see what fits
• Not always needing or wanting the same clothes

• Growing out of some clothes 

• Very helpful with anxious parents and folks who are 
questioning



Questions? 


